
 
OSBORNE, J. 
 

1. Present in Court [via Zoom] today were the counsel and individuals listed above. Mr. Stephen Moranis 
was also in attendance. A court reporter was present. Today’s attendance was booked as a 15 minute 
consent matter appointment. 

2. This matter has proceeded together with the bankruptcy proceeding of Mr. Moranis (BK-20-02585529-
0031). 

3. On June 24, 2022, I approved the bankruptcy Proposal for Mr. Moranis. That proposal, supported by his 
creditors, contemplated the payment of certain amounts and sale of certain properties in which he had 
an interest. The balance of the relief sought on that date in this Application related to vesting orders and 
the appointment of a sales officer in respect of certain properties, and was adjourned by me until July 8, 
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2022 in order that the bankruptcy Proposal could be final and appeal periods expired hopefully without 
opposition or challenge. 

4. On July 8, 2022, these matters came back on before me and the vesting order and related relief was to 
be sought at that time. The vesting orders and appointment of a sales officer related to properties that 
were owned in part by the bankrupt, Mr. Moranis or his ex-spouse Ms. Caverson, and in part by the 
Dales. 

5. As noted in my Endorsement made on that date, counsel for the Dales, Mr. Nemoy, advised at the outset 
of the motions that Mr. Harvey Dale had regrettably passed away the night before. As further reflected 
in that Endorsement, my inclination was to adjourn the entire matter both out of respect for the Dale 
family in the circumstances and given the automatic stay of proceedings as against Mr. Dale by operation 
of Rule 11.01. 

6. However, counsel for all parties implored the Court to grant the relief sought that day in the form of the 
vesting order and adjourn the balance of the relief sought in the form of the order relating to the 
proposed sales process for the properties. It was urged upon me, and I ultimately agreed, that this would 
best maintain the status quo and best protect the interests of all parties. 

7. Counsel for Romspen, the lender who is primarily concerned about the maintenance of the status quo 
particularly with respect to title to the properties, submitted, and I also agreed, that the vesting order 
related to the 50% interest in the relevant properties held by the bankrupt Mr. Moranis and his ex-
spouse Ms. Caverson, and did not affect in any way the other 50% interest in the relevant properties 
which was owned by Betty and Harvey Dale. 

8. In the circumstances on July 8, and having considered all relevant factors, how to best maintain the 
status quo and fairness, both substantively and procedurally, for all parties, and considering the factors 
related to the applicability of Rule 11, and finally considering the consent of all parties present, I granted 
the limited relief sought on that date. In particular, I approved the vesting order and an order that the 
proceeding could continue pursuant to Rule 11 as against the estate of Mr. Dale for the limited and 
exclusive purpose of regularizing the vesting order granted on that date, and for no other purpose. 

9. The balance of the relief sought on July 8, and in particular the appointment of a sales officer, was 
adjourned, and I observed in my Endorsement at the proceeding as against Mr. Dale was stayed other 
than with respect to the limited exception noted above. I ordered that it could continue when an order 
to continue is made pursuant to Rule 11.02 upon the filing of an affidavit verifying the transmission of 
interest. My Endorsement specifically provided that counsel for the Dales, Mr. Nemoy, was free to seek 
the advice and direction of the Court at any time. 

10. That is the background to what is before me today. The Applicant, Ms. Caverson, now seeks the relief 
sought previously, appointing a sales officer in respect of the relevant properties and, given my 
Endorsement of July 8 referred to above and the passing of Mr. Dale, an order to continue the proceeding 
against his estate. 

11. All counsel who were before me on the earlier dates, June 24 and July 8, were present today with the 
exception of counsel for the Dales, Mr. Nemoy. Rather, Mr. Quigley appeared today as counsel for Mr. 
Dale. The reason for that is clear from what is set out below. 

12. Also present today for the first time in these matters was Mr. Lawrence Dale, a stranger to these 
proceedings. While the attendance proceeded via Zoom, Mr. Lawrence Dale was present via cell phone 
only, and he advised this Court that he did not have access to his computer at that time. In short, he 
advised that he was the son of Betty and the late Harvey Dale, had just learned of the relief sought today, 
had only recently received the motion materials and requested an adjournment of the motion 
appointing a sales officer. 

13. The adjournment request was opposed by all other parties, and in particular the Applicant, moving party, 
and by Romspen. 

14. I therefore heard submissions first on the adjournment request. 



15. Mr. Lawrence Dale appeared on his own behalf although submitted that he was there on behalf of his 
mother, Mrs. Betty Dale, pursuant to what he described as a power of attorney over property granted 
by her appointing him as attorney.  

16. He has filed no materials whatsoever before the Court. Even today, he does not have nor is he able to 
file a power of attorney, and advises that he believes it was granted by his mother in his favour, and that 
he is continuing to search for a copy. I asked him whether there had been any finding related to the 
capacity of his mother, Ms. Betty Dale, on whose behalf he was purporting to appear today. He advised 
that to his knowledge, there was no such finding or declaration. 

17. Mr. Lawrence Dale does not purport today to appear [even if he could] on behalf of the estate of his 
father, the late Mr. Harvey Dale. He advises the Court that he does not know if his father died with a will, 
and continues to search also for a will, if any. It follows that he does not know, and he advises, whether 
his father provided for the appointment of an Estate Trustee. Mr. Lawrence Dale further advised that he 
has one sibling, Ms. Susan Dale, who he says wants nothing to do with these proceedings. 

18. Mr. Lawrence Dale, notwithstanding his inability to offer any evidence that he has any legal ability to act 
in this matter on behalf of his mother or the estate of his father, seeks the adjournment anyway. He 
submits that no party will be prejudiced by an adjournment and that he requires time to investigate what 
he described as “everything that is going on here” particularly with respect to his mother.  

19. Mr. Lawrence Dale alleged in his submissions that there were ongoing criminal investigations into the 
conduct of numerous individuals who he suggested had defrauded his mother, Ms. Betty Dale. He made 
allegations about medications being given to his mother and the appropriateness of those medications. 
He made allegations of criminal conduct by other judges of this Court, particularly related to family and 
civil proceedings, and stated that police investigations were ongoing into the conduct of those members 
of the judiciary as well.  

20. He made specific reference to investigating officers of the Toronto Police Service who he said were 
actively investigating the allegations that he submitted amounted to a fraud on his mother, Mrs. Betty 
Dale, and made reference to named criminal counsel working with the Dale family. 

21. For all of these matters, amounting effectively to fraud or deceit on his mother, Ms. Betty Dale, Mr. 
Lawrence Dale requested the adjournment and submitted that no order should be made in respect of 
properties owned in part by her, particularly given his mother’s apparently expressed intention that the 
properties remain in the family. He said he would like the opportunity to have a discussion with the other 
parties with a view to making an offer for the properties in order that they could remain in the family. 

22. Mr. Lawrence Dale was unable, however, to advise what specific steps [other than as described 
immediately above] he intended to take, or the time period within which any such steps might be 
completed, and what relief relating to the appointment of a sales officer he might seek, in what capacity, 
and at what time. 

23. He said he had been instructed Mr. Nemoy to deal with him exclusively with respect to these matters, 
and to not contact his mother. 

24. Counsel for the Applicant, moving party, referred me to the evidence filed on this motion, and in 
particular the affidavit of Take Soo Shin, a law clerk with the firm that is counsel to the Applicant. 

25. That affidavit evidence confirms that following on my earlier Endorsement of July 8, counsel for Romspen 
and Mr. Nemoy exchanged email correspondence regarding the apparent unavailability of any 
particulars regarding the passing of Mr. Harvey Dale (even the exact date) or the identity of his heirs and 
estate trustee, if any. 

26. No such information has been provided by or on behalf of the Dale family as of today. 
27. Counsel for the Applicant also relies on the evidence filed to the effect that in connection with the 

litigation over the relevant properties initiated by the former bankrupt trustee of Mr. Moranis, and by 
his ex-wife (the Applicant) for partition and sale in this proceeding, Mr. Harvey Dale had sworn an 
affidavit on February 9, 2022. A copy of that affidavit is attached to the Shin affidavit as Exhibit C. 

28. In Mr. Harvey Dale’s affidavit of February 9, 2022, he had deposed that neither he nor his wife would 
object to the sale of the properties and would cooperate in the completion of such a sale, provided that 



it was handled by the bankruptcy trustee. Subsequently, as a result of various issues described in the 
Shin affidavit, the firm of Rosen Goldberg Inc. was proposed by the lenders to act as a Court-supervised 
sales officer. After negotiations and revisions to the terms of any such appointment, all counsel, including 
Mr. Nemoy on behalf of Betty and Harvey Dale, approved the revised draft order. 

29. In reliance upon all of this, Romspen made $700,000 payment, necessary and required to fund the 
bankruptcy Proposal, on June 2, 2022. 

30. The Applicant relies on this chronology to submit that, prior to his passing, Mr. Harvey Dale consented 
to the appointment of the proposed sales officer. 

31. The Applicant also filed a supplementary affidavit of Taek Soo Shin sworn yesterday. That affidavit 
evidence addresses the motion today for an order to continue the proceeding against the estate of Mr. 
Harvey Dale. It states that the Applicant, or counsel to other parties in the proceeding, heard from Mr. 
Lawrence Dale for the first time yesterday afternoon via email requesting an adjournment of today’s 
motion. 

32. The supplementary affidavit also states that Mr. Lawrence Dale is a lawyer and a member of the Law 
Society of Ontario, although currently under administrative suspension and not authorized to practise. 
The supplementary affidavit further states that Mr. Lawrence Dale has previously been found by this 
Court to be a vexatious litigant who may not continue or institute a court proceeding without leave. 

33. The Applicant, supported by Romspen, submits that the request for an adjournment made by Mr. Dale 
is for the purpose of delay and that the matter should proceed. 

34. Mr. Quigley appeared today, as noted above, as counsel for Mr. Nemoy. He advised that Mr. Lawrence 
Dale has apparently made various allegations about the conduct of Mr. Nemoy, particularly related to 
the representation of his mother, Mrs. Betty Dale, and that he has advised Mr. Nemoy, that he [Mr. 
Nemoy] is to contact him [Mr. Lawrence Dale] in respect of any matters involving his mother, whom Mr. 
Nemoy is not to contact directly. 

35. Mr. Quigley advises that Mr. Nemoy has attempted to contact Mrs. Betty Dale but has received no 
response. In all the circumstances, Mr. Quigley advises, Mr. Nemoy will be seeking an order removing 
himself as counsel for the Dales in respect of this matter. In all circumstances, Mr. Quigley advises, Mr. 
Nemoy thought it inappropriate to attend today but rather have Mr. Quigley appear on his behalf. 

36. In reply, Mr. Lawrence Dale acknowledged his administrative suspension by the Law Society and his 
vexatious litigant declaration, but again advised that he was here not purporting to act as counsel, but 
rather pursuant to a power of attorney on behalf of his mother who had been the victim of a fraud and, 
as noted above, wanted the opportunity to attempt to purchase the properties. He made reference again 
to the ongoing criminal investigations and the involvement of members of the judiciary. 

37. Having considered all relevant factors and trying to maintain equity among the parties, I denied the 
request for an adjournment and advised all counsel and parties present that the motions would proceed.  

38. Mr. Lawrence Dale, having just surfaced with respect to these proceedings, is not able to put forward 
any legal basis for his purported authority to act in any capacity on behalf of his mother, Mrs. Betty Dale.  

39. He does not purport to act on behalf of his father’s estate at all. He does advise the Court that his father 
did indeed pass away either late in the night of January 7 or early in the morning of January 8, 2022. He 
is, obviously, not himself a party to these proceedings. 

40. I advised counsel and the parties present that I would hear submissions on the relief sought and in 
particular, the draft order sought by the Applicant with the support of Romspen.  

41. At this point, after approximately one hour of submissions largely by Mr. Lawrence Dale [in what was 
originally scheduled as a 15 minute consent appointment], Mr. Lawrence Dale interrupted me to advise 
that, since I was not prepared to grant his adjournment request, he was leaving the Zoom call. I asked 
him whether he had any submissions, notwithstanding the lack of his legal capacity to make such 
submissions, and he declined to offer any and left the call. 

42. I then heard from all counsel, and particularly from counsel for the Applicant and for Romspen 
concerning the relief sought. I required various changes to the proposed draft order, and those have 
been submitted by counsel for the Applicant. The order appointing a sales officer is approved. 



43. I specifically note that the order authorizes the sales officer to take the steps to market and sell any of 
the properties [defined] but that any sale, conveyance, transfer or assignment of the properties or any 
part or parts thereof, requires the approval of this Court.  

44. The order further permits the sales officer to apply for a vesting order, which is necessary to convey the 
properties or any part or parts thereof to a purchaser, free and clear of any encumbrances.  

45. In short, title to the properties cannot be alienated or vested in a purchaser following a sales process, 
except pursuant to further order of this Court. I am satisfied that this provides a balance of the equities 
between and among the properties, and in particular the Dale family. 

46. I also observed, and this was confirmed by counsel for the Applicant and for Romspen, that nothing in 
the order prohibits or otherwise prevents the Dale family from making an offer to purchase the 
properties or any of them, should they wish to do so. Those parties are indifferent to who the purchaser 
may be, but not surprisingly their desire is only to maximize the proceeds of sale. 

47. Moreover, the order provides that the appropriate proportion of the net proceeds of any sale shall be 
distributed the Mrs. Betty Dale and to the estate of Harvey Dale, provided however that if the sales 
officer is unable to determine the identity of the estate trustee, or indeed whether there is any estate 
trustee, of the estate of Harvey Dale, his proportionate share of the net proceeds shall be paid into Court 
or as the Court may otherwise order. 

48. Finally, the order provides that any interested party may apply to this Court to vary or amend the terms 
of the order on seven days’ notice. 

49. In sum, I am satisfied that the order appointing a sales officer is appropriate, balances the interests of all 
parties, and should be granted. 

50. I am also satisfied that the companion order to continue sought by the Applicant is appropriate. The 
circumstances here are certainly unusual. Mr. Nemoy advised the Court on July 8 of the advice he had 
then just received of the passing of Mr. Harvey Dale. Given the timing of events, it was not surprising 
that he had no further information at that time. 

51. The affidavit evidence filed by the Applicant today addresses the inability of the Applicant to confirm any 
further details of Mr. Harvey Dale’s passing [via community funeral home websites or otherwise] or any 
details about the administration of Mr. Dale’s estate and specifically the appointment of any estate 
trustee.  

52. Mr. Lawrence Dale today was unable to provide any further details whatsoever with respect to the 
administration of his father’s estate but reiterated his advice and instruction [on what authority, it is not 
clear] to counsel for his parents, Mr. Nemoy, that Mr. Nemoy was to take no further steps without his 
instruction and was to contact him in respect of all family matters since he was now, he submitted, 
looking after all affairs on behalf of his late father and his mother. This, notwithstanding his inability to 
provide any evidence of legal authority to do so. 

53. As a result of the inability of the Applicant to name the estate trustee, the draft order to continue refers 
to “John Doe” in his capacity as estate trustee of the estate of Harvey Dale. This, too, is unusual but in 
my view is appropriate in the equally unusual circumstances of this case.  

54. I observe that the relief sought now as against the estate of Mr. Harvey Dale this proceeding relates only 
to his personal interest in the properties that are now sought to be sold to satisfy the obligations of a co-
owner, the bankrupt. No other relief in respect of the estate is sought in this proceeding.  

55. I also observe Mr. Harvey Dale’s previous consent to the sale of the properties pursuant to a Court-
supervised process, on terms negotiated by his then counsel. As noted above, my order appointing a 
sales officer provides for protection of the proceeds that may be payable to Mr. Harvey Dale’s estate, 
either to an estate trustee in his or her capacity as such if one can be identified, or alternatively into 
Court. The order to continue provides that any party who wishes to set aside or vary that order must do 
so forthwith. 

56. I am satisfied circumstances that there is no other practical and fair manner in which to address all of 
these interrelated matters, and that the requirements of Rule 11 have been met such that this 



proceeding can and should continue as against the estate of Mr. Dale, recognizing again that the only 
relief sought against the estate relates to the sale of the properties in which it holds a partial interest. 

57. Counsel for the Applicant and Romspen are directed to serve both of these orders on Mrs. Betty Dale by 
personal service and, if personal service is attempted but cannot be confirmed, by any and all means of 
alternative service provided, including via email, courier, and any other known means of communication 
to reach her. Mr. Quigley for Mr. Nemoy has confirmed the cooperation of them both in this regard.  

58. I have also requested that counsel for the Applicant and Romspen attempt to provide courtesy copies of 
these orders to the daughter of Mrs. Betty Dale and the late Mr. Harvey Dale, Susan Dale, and to the 
criminal counsel referred to in submissions by Mr. Lawrence Dale as acting for or assisting the family in 
whatever investigations he says are ongoing.  

59. Finally, I direct that counsel for the Applicant and Romspen provide a copy of both orders made today 
to any estate trustee for the estate of Mr. Harvey Dale, forthwith upon learning of the identity of any 
such estate trustee. 

60. Before his departure from this zoom attendance, Mr. Lawrence Dale confirmed the validity of his email 
address for receipt of materials reflected above and as confirmed by him to the Registrar.  

61. In short, I am simply trying to provide for maximum notice to any affected or potentially affected party, 
while at the same time granting the relief sought today in this proceeding which in my view is 
appropriate. 

62. Orders to go, as signed by me today. Both orders are effective immediately without the necessity of 
them being issued and entered. 

 


